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HYPERNUCLEI AS CHIRAL SOLITONSV. B. Kopeliovih *Institute for Nulear Researh of the Russian Aademy of Sienes117312, Mosow, RussiaSubmitted 13 November 2002Identi�ation of �avored multiskyrmions with the ground states of known hypernulei is suessful for severalof them, e.g., for the isodoublet 4�H�4�He and isosalars 5�He and 7�Li. In other ases, agreement is not sogood, but as the baryon number inreases, the behavior of the binding energy qualitatively agrees with thedata. Charmed or beautiful hypernulei are predited within this approah to be bound stronger than strangehypernulei. This onlusion is stable with respet to a ertain variation of poorly known heavy �avor deayonstants.PACS: 12.39.D, 21.60.Ev, 21.80.+a1. INTRODUCTIONOne of the atual questions of nulear and ele-mentary partile physis is the possibility of the ex-istene of nulear matter fragments with unusual prop-erties, e.g., with �avor being di�erent from that of uand d quarks. This issue an have interesting on-sequenes in astrophysis and osmology. The stel-lar objets RXJ1856 and 3C58, reently observed atChandra X-ray Observatory an be interpreted justas the strange quark matter stars. Experimental andtheoretial studies of suh nulear fragments were �rstperformed for strangeness (see, e.g., [1, 2℄ and refer-enes therein) and to some extent, also for harm andbeauty quantum numbers [3�6℄. Theoretial approahesvary from standard nulear potential models to topo-logial soliton models (the Skyrme model and its ex-tensions). In the latter ase, extension of the originalSU(2) model to the SU(3) on�guration spae is ne-essary. It is known that several di�erent loal minimain the on�guration spae our in SU(3) extensionsof the model [7℄. Quantization of on�gurations neareah of these minima is possible, leading to the pre-dition of the spetrum of quantum states with dif-ferent �avor quantum numbers. Here, the quantiza-tion of SU(2) bound skyrmions embedded in SU(3) isonsidered following [8�10℄. The physial interpreta-tion of suh quantum states seems to be simplest inomparison with the others beause the lowest-energy*E-mail: kopelio�p.inr.a.ru; kopelio�al20.inr.troitsk.ru

states an be identi�ed with the usual nulei. In thisway, we previously derived some spetrum of ��avoredmultiskyrmions� regardless of their interpretation [10℄.Here, we make an attempt to identify some of thesestates with the known hypernulei.The hiral soliton models provide a piture of bary-oni systems outside, at su�iently large distanes,based on several fundamental priniples and ingredi-ents inorporated in the model Lagrangian. The de-tails of baryon�baryon interations do not enter the al-ulations expliitly, although they ertainly a�et theresults impliitly, via some integral harateristis ofbaryon systems, suh as their masses, moments of in-ertia (�F and �T below), �-term (�), et. The SU(2)rational map ansatz [11℄, whih well approximates theresults of numerial alulations [12℄, was used as thestarting point for the evaluation of stati properties ofbound states of skyrmions neessary for their quantiza-tion in the SU(3) on�guration spae. The knowledgeof the ��avor� moment of inertia and the �-term thenallows estimating the �avor exitation energies [8, 10℄.The masses of the lowest states with strangeness, harmor beauty are alulated within the rigid osillator ver-sion of the bound state approah, and the binding en-ergies of baryoni systems with di�erent �avors, s;  orb, are estimated.Within the rational map approximation, at su�-iently large B, the hiral �eld on�guration has theform of a �bubble� with universal properties of theshell where the mass and baryon number of the baryon891



V. B. Kopeliovih ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 123, âûï. 5, 2003systems are onentrated. The width of the shell andits average mass density are independent of the baryonnumber [13℄. This piture an be aeptable for notlarge B (where B = A is the atomi number of thenuleus), e.g., up to B � 16, and therefore, we heredisuss the hypernulei not heavier than hyper-oxygen.2. LAGRANGIAN AND THE MASS FORMULAThe Lagrangian of the Skyrme model, whih in itswell-known form depends on the meson deay onstantsF� and FD , the Skyrme onstant e, et., has been pre-sented previously [9, 10℄, and we here give its densityfor ompleteness,L = L(2) + L(4) + L(6) + LSB ; (1)whih involves the term of the seond order in the hiralderivative L(2) = �F 2�16 Tr l�l�;the antisymmetri 4th order, or Skyrme termL(4) = 132e2 Tr[l�l� ℄2;the 6th order termL(6) = 6Tr([l�l� ℄[l� l ℄[ll�℄);and the symmetry (hiral and �avor) breaking termsLSB = F 2�m2�16 Tr (U + U y � 2) ++ F 2Dm2D � F 2�m2�24 Tr(1�p3�8)(U + U y � 2) ++ F 2D � F 2�48 Tr(1�p3�8)(Ul�l� + l�ly�Uy): (2)Here, l� = ��UU yis the left hiral derivative of the unitary matrixU 2 SU(3). The 6th order term L(6), whih an alsobe presented as a baryon (topologial) number den-sity squared, was not inluded in the original Skyrmemodel, and we omit it here as well. Reent alula-tions of �avor exitation energies performed by Shun-deryuk provide the results that are lose to those ob-tained in [10℄ and in the present paper. The Wess�Zumino term in the ation, whih an be written as a5-dimensional di�erential form, plays a very importantrole in the quantization proedure, but it does not on-tribute to most of the stati properties of skyrmions,see, e.g., [8, 10℄.

The physial values of these onstants are as follows:F� = 186MeV and e is lose to e = 4, and we here takethe value e = 4:12 [14℄. The hiral symmetry breakingpart of the Lagrangian depends on meson masses, thepion mass m�, and the mass of the K, D or B meson,whih we all mD. The �avor symmetry breaking partof the Lagrangian is of the usual form and is su�ientto desribe the mass splittings of the otet and deupletof baryons [14℄ within the olletive oordinate quanti-zation approah with on�guration mixing. It is impor-tant that the �avor deay onstant (pseudosalar deayonstant FK ; FD or FB) is di�erent from the pion de-ay onstant F�. Experimentally, FK=F� � 1:22 andFD=F� � 2:28+1:4�1:1 [15℄. The B-meson deay onstant isnot measured yet. In view of this unertainty, we taketwo values of r = FD=F� for our estimates, r = 1:5and 2, and similarly for rb = FB=F�, also followingtheoretial estimates [16℄.We begin our alulations with a unitary matrix ofhiral �elds U 2 SU(2), as mentioned above. In themost general ase, the lassial mass of SU(2) solitonsand other stati harateristis neessary for our pur-poses depend on 3 pro�le funtions, f; �, and �. Thegeneral parameterization of U0 for an SU(2) solitonthat we use here is given byU0 = f + sf� � nwith nz = �; nx = s�� ;ny = s�s� ; sf = sin f; f = os f; et.For the rational map ansatz, f = f(r), and the pro-�le therefore depends on one variable only; the ompo-nents of the vetor n are some rational funtions of twoangular variables that de�ne the diretion of the radiusvetor r [11℄.The quantization of solitons in the SU(3) on�gu-ration spae was done in the spirit of the bound stateapproah to the desription of strangeness, proposedin [17℄ and used in [18, 19℄. We here use a somewhatsimpli�ed and very transparent variant, the so-alledrigid osillator version proposed in [8℄. The details ofthe quantization proedure an be found in [8�10℄, andwe do not reprodue them here. We only note thatthe (u; d; ) and (u; d; b) SU(3) groups are quite similarto the (u; d; s) one; a simple rede�niton of hyperhargemust be made for the (u; d; ) group.The following mass formula has been obtainedfor the masses of states with de�nite quantum num-bers: the baryon (topologial) number B, �avor F892



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 123, âûï. 5, 2003 Hypernulei as hiral solutions(strangeness, harm or beauty), isospin I , and angu-lar momentum J [8, 10℄,E(B;F; I; J) =MB;l + jF j!F;B ++ 12�T;B �F;BTr(Tr + 1) + (1� F;B)I(I + 1) ++ (�F;B � F;B)IF (IF + 1)�+ J(J + 1)2�J;B ; (3)where !F;B or �!F;B are the frequenes of �avor (anti-�avor) exitations,!F;B = NB(�F;B�1)8�F;B ; �!F;B = NB(�F;B+1)8�F;B ; (4)with�F;B = "1 + 16�F;B� �m2D�B + (F 2D � F 2� )~�B�(NB)2 #1=2 ;N is the number of olors of the underlying QCD(N = 3 in all numerial estimates), and�m2D = F 2Dm2DF 2� �m2�:The terms �NB=8�F;B in (4) arise from the Wess�Zumino term in the ation, whih does not ontributeto the masses and momenta of inertia of skyrmions[17, 8℄. In terms of the quark models, the di�erene�! � ! = NB4�F;Bis the energy neessary for the prodution of an addi-tional q�q pair. The hyper�ne struture onstants F;Band �F;B are given by [8℄F;B = 1� �T;B(�F;B � 1)2�F;B �F;B ;�F;B = 1� �T;B(�F;B � 1)�F;B(�F;B)2 : (5)Evidently, � ! 1 as � ! 1. The ontributions of theorder of 1=� � N�1 that depend originally on angu-lar veloities of rotations in the isospae and the usualspae are taken into aount in (3). This expressionwas obtained by quantizing the osillator-type Hamil-tonian desribing the motion of the SU(2) skyrmionin the SU(3) olletive oordinate spae. The lassialmass Ml � N and the energies !F � N0 = 1. Themotion along the ��avor� diretion s;  or b is desribedby the amplitude D [8, 10℄ that is small for the lowestquantum states (lowest jF j),D � �16�B�F;B �m2D +N2B2��1=4(2jF j+ 1)1=2:
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The loation of the isosalar state with odd B andjF j = 1 in the upper part of the (I3; Y ) diagram (a).The same for isodoublet states with even B (b). Thease of light hypernulei �H and �He is onsidered asan exampleThe amplitude D therefore dereases as 1=pmD withinreasing the mass mD and with inreasing the num-ber of olors N, and the method works for any valueof mD, also for harm and beauty quantum numbers.In (3), I is the isospin of the multiplet with a �avorF , Tr = p=2 is the so-alled �right� isospin, the isospinof the non�avored omponent of the SU(3) multipletunder onsideration, with (p; q) being the numbers ofthe upper and lower indies in the spinor that desribesit. IF is the isospin arried by �avored mesons that arebound by the SU(2) skyrmion,I = Tr + IF :Evidently, IF � jF j=2. The states predited in the rigidosillator model do not orrespond to de�nite SU(3)or SU(4) representations. How they an be asribedto them was shown in [8, 10℄. For example, the statewith B = 1, jF j = 1, and I = 0 must belong to theotet of the (u; d; s) or (u; d; ) SU(3) group if N = 3.Here, we onsider quantized states of the baryon systemthat belong to the lowest possible SU(3) irreps (p; q),p+ 2q = 3B,p = 0; q = 3B=2 for even Band p = 1; q = (3B � 1)=2 for odd B:These are �35; �80, and �143-plets for B = 3; 5, and 7;�28, �55, and �91-plets for B = 4; 6, and 8, et. For evenB; Tr = 0 and for odd B, Tr = 1=2 for the lowestSU(3) irreps (see the Figure).The �avor moment of inertia that enters the above893



V. B. Kopeliovih ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 123, âûï. 5, 2003formulas [8, 10, 17℄ for arbitrary SU(2) skyrmions isgiven by [10℄�F = 18 Z (1� f )���F 2D + 1e2 �(�f)2 + s2f (�ni)2��d3r; (6)where (�ni)2 = (��)2 + s2�(��)2:It is simply related to �(0)F for the �avor symmetriase, �F = �(0)F + (F 2D=F 2� � 1)�=4;with � de�ned in (7) below. The �avor inertia inreaseswith B almost proportionally to B. The isotopi mo-ments of inertia are the diagonal omponents of theorresponding tensor of inertia; in our ase, this tensorof inertia is lose to the unit matrix multiplied by �T .The quantities � (or the �-term), whih de�ne theontribution of the mass term to the lassial mass ofsolitons, and ~� in �F;B are given by� = F 2�2 Z (1� f )d3r;~� = 14 Z f �(�f)2 + s2f (�ni)2�d3r: (7)For the rational map ansatz, formulas (6) and (7)an be slightly modi�ed [10℄, but they already look suf-�iently simple in suh a general form. The masses ofsolitons were alulated in [12℄ and [10℄, the momentsof inertia � and ~� were alulated in [10℄ for severalvalues of B, and the missing quantities are alulatedhere.The ontribution to �F;B proportional to ~�B is sup-pressed in omparison with the term of the order of �by the small fator of the order of F 2D=m2D, and is moreimportant for strangeness.3. STRANGE AND BEAUTIFULHYPERNUCLEIIt is onvenient to alulate the energy di�erene be-tween the state with a �avor F belonging to the (p; q)irrep and the ground state with F = 0 and the sameB; J , and (p; q) [10℄,�EB;F = jF j!F;B + �F;B � 14�F;B�F;B �� [I(I + 1)� Tr(Tr + 1)℄ ++ (�F;B � 1)(�F;B � 2)4�2F;B�F;B IF (IF + 1): (8)

In deriving (3) and (8), we used that the so-alled�interferene� moment of inertia, whose ontributionto the Lagrangian is proportional to the produt of an-gular rotation veloities in the isotopi and ordinary3D spaes, is negligible ompared with the isotopi andorbital tensors of inertia [20℄ for all multiskyrmions ex-ept those with B = 1; 2. We also note that (8) isindependent of �T and depends only on �F when theformulas for hyper�ne splitting onstants are used.For the state with the isospin I = 0 and the unit�avor number jF j = 1, the binding energy di�erene inomparision with the ground state of the nuleus withthe same B; (p; q) and jF j = 0 is��B;F = !F;1�!F;B� 3(�F;1 � 1)8�2F;1�F;1 +3(�F;B � 1)8�2F;B�F;B : (9)Suh states an exist for odd B, with IF = Tr = 1=2,see Fig. a. For anti�avor exitations, we have similarformulas with the substitution �! ��.For states with the maximal isospinI = Tr + jF j2 ;the energy di�erene an be simpli�ed to [10℄�EB;F = jF j �� �!F;B+Tr �F;B�14�F;B�F;B+(jF j+2)8�F;B (�F;B�1)2�2F;B �: (10)The ase of isodoublets, even B, is desribed by (8)with Tr = 0, see Table 2 and Fig. b. It follows from (10)that when a nuleon is replaed by a �avored hyperonin a baryon system, the binding energy of the systemwith jF j = 1 and Tr = 0 hanges by��B;F = !F;1�!F;B�3(�F;1�1)8�2F;1�F;1�3(�F;B�1)28�2F;B�F;B : (11)For strangeness, Eq. (11) is negative, indiatingthat stranglets should have binding energies smallerthan those of nulei with the same B.To obtain the values of the total binding energy ofhypernulei shown in the Tables, we add the alulateddi�erene of binding energies given by (9) or (11) to theknown binding energy value of the usual (u; d) nuleus.For example, for B = 3, it is the average of bindingenergies of 3H and 3He, for B = 4 it is the binding en-ergy of 4He (5:3 MeV = (28:3�23) MeV), et., see theFigure. A speial are should be taken about the spin894



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 123, âûï. 5, 2003 Hypernulei as hiral solutionsTable 1. The olletive motion ontributions to the binding energies of isosalar hypernulei with the unit �avor,strangeness or beauty, S = �1 or b = �1, in MeV�A !s ��s �tots �totexp;s !rb=1:5b ��b �totb !rb=2b ��b �totb1 306 � � � 4501 � � 4805 � �3�H 289 �3 5 2:35 4424 75 83 4751 53 615�He 287 �6 33 31:4 4422 76 103 4749 54 817�Li 282 �3 29 37:6 4429 81 119 4744 59 979�Be 291 �13 40 63:2 4459 40 97 4773 31 8811� B 294 �16 59 � 4478 21 96 4786 18 9313� C 295 �18 78 104 4488 10 106 4793 11 10715� N 300 �23 91 118 4515 �17 97 4810 �7 108!s and !b are the strangeness and beauty exitation energies, ��s;b, in MeV, are the hanges of binding energies ofthe lowest baryon system with �avor s or b, jF j = 1, in omparison with the usual (u; d) nulei with the same B.�tot is the total binding energy of the hypernuleus. Experimental values �totexp are taken from [1, 2℄. The energies !for B = 1 are given for omparison. For beauty, the �rst 3 olumns orrespond to rb = FB=F� = 1:5, and the last3 ones to rb = 2.Table 2. The binding energies of isodoublets of hypernulei with the unit �avor, S = �1 or b = �1, in MeV�A !s ��s �tots �totexp !rb=1:5b ��b �totb !rb=2b ��b �totb4�H�4�He 283 �23 5:3 10:52; 10:11 4402 71 99 4735 52 806�He�6�Li 287 �22 10:3 31:7; 30:8 4430 52 84 4752 40 728�Li�8�Be 288 �20 36:5 46:05; 44:4 4443 43 99 4765 33 8910� Be�10� B 292 �23 42 67:3; 65:4 4465 24 89 4778 20 8512� B�12� C 294 �24 67 87:6; 84:2 4481 10 102 4788 11 10314� C�14� N 299 �28 77 109:3; 106:3 4506 �14 91 4805 �5 10016� N�16� O 301 �30 97 � 4521 �28 100 4815 �14 114The rest of the notation and other detailes are as in Table 1.of the nuleus. For 3�H and 3H, 4�He and 4He, 6�Li and6Li, 13� C and 13C, and in several other ases, the spinsof the ground states of the hypernuleus and the nu-leus oinide. For 5�He (J = 1=2) and 5He (J = 3=2),9�Be (J = 1=2) and 9Be (J = 3=2), 12� C (J = 1) and12C (J = 0) and in some other ases, the di�erene inthe rotation energiesEJ = J(J + 1)2�Jmust be taken into aount. For example, this di�er-ene dereases the theoretial value of the binding en-
ergy for 7�Li by about 7 MeV, we have 29 MeV instead of36 MeV. In those ases where the spin of the hypernu-leus is not known, this orretion was not inluded inTables 1 and 2. Beginning with B � 10, the orretionto the energy of quantized states due to nonzero angu-lar momentum is small and dereases with inreasing Bbeause the orresponding moment of inertia inreasesproportionally to B2.Beause �F;B inreases with inreasing B andFD (mD), this leads to the inrease of binding withinreasing B and the mass of the ��avor�, in agree-895



V. B. Kopeliovih ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 123, âûï. 5, 2003ment with [9, 10℄. For beauty (and harm, see be-low), Eq. (11) is positive for 3 � B � 12. As followsfrom Tables 1 and 2, our method underestimates thebinding energy of strangeness in nulei beginning withB = A � 9. This means that other soures of bind-ing should be taken into aount, in addition to theolletive motion of baryon system in the SU(3) on-�guration spae.4. CHARMED HYPERNUCLEIIn this setion, binding energies of harmed hyper-nulei are presented for two values of the harm deayonstant that orrespond to the ratio r = FD=F� == 1:5 and r = 2. Although the measurement of thisonstant has been performed in [15℄, its variation insome interval seems to be reasonable in view of its bigunertainty. As follows from Tables 3 and 4, the pre-dited binding energies of harmed hypernulei do notessentially di�er for the values r = 1:5 and r = 2.This di�erene inreases with inreasing the atominumber. For light hypernulei, this di�erene is on-siderably smaller than the di�erene between bindingenergies for rb = 1:5 and rb = 2 (see Se. 3).For harmed nulei, the repulsive Coulomb intera-tion is greater than for ordinary nulei with the sameatomi number. Moreover, beause a harmed nuleushas somewhat smaller dimensions than the ordinary nu-Table 3. The binding energies of the harmed hyper-nulei (isosalars) with unit harm,  = 1, in MeV�A !r=1:5 �� �tot !r=2 �� �tot1 1535 � � 1673 � �3�He 1504 27 35 1647 24 325�Li 1505 25 52 1646 25 527�Be 1497 32 70 1641 30 689�B 1518 11 68 1654 17 7411� C 1525 4 79 1658 13 8713� N 1529 0 96 1660 10 10615� O 1540 �11 103 1668 3 117��, in MeV, and �tot are the same as in Tables 1, 2, forthe harm quantum number. The results are shown fortwo values of the harm deay onstant orresponding tor = 1:5 and r = 2. The hemial symbol is assigned toeah nuleus in aordane with its total eletri harge.

Table 4. The binding energies of the harmed hy-pernulei (isodoublets), with unit harm,  = 1, inMeV�A !r=1:5 �� �tot !r=2 �� �tot4�He�4�Li 1493 12 40 1639 16 446�Li�6�Be 1504 9 41 1646 14 468�Be�8�B 1510 7 63 1648 15 7110� B�10� C 1520 0 65 1655 10 7512� C�12� N 1526 �4 88 1659 7 9914� N�14� O 1536 �14 91 1666 1 10616� O�16� F 1543 �19 109 1670 �2 126The rest of the notation and other details are as in Table 3.lei (the e�et that has not been taken into aount inthe present analysis), this repulsion an derease thebinding energies for harm by several MeV. This doesnot hange our qualitative onlusions, however. ForB = A = 5 and 13, our results shown in Tables 3and 4 agree, within 15�20 MeV, with the early resultby Dover and Kahana [4℄, where binding of the harmby several nulei was studied within the potential ap-proah. In general, we an speak about a qualitativeagreement with the results of this approah for B � 5�10 [5, 6℄ (the results of the potential approah havebeen reviewed in [6℄).As in the ase where B = 1, the absolute valuesof masses of multiskyrmions are ontrolled by poorlyknown loop orretions to the lassi masses, or theCasimir energy [21℄. As was done for the B = 2states, the renormalization proedure is neessary toobtain physially reasonable values of the masses ofmultibaryons. This generates an unertainty of aboutfew tens of MeV; beause the binding energy of thedeuteron is 30 MeV instead of the measured value2.225 MeV, approximately 30 MeV haraterizes theunertainty of our approah [10℄. This unertainty ismainly aneled in the di�erenes of binding energies�� shown in Tables 1�4.5. COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONSThe version of the bound state soliton model pro-posed in [8℄ and modi�ed in [9, 10℄ for the �avor sym-metry breaking ase (FD > F�) allows alulating thebinding energy di�erenes of ground states of �avoredand un�avored nulei. Combined with several phe-896



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 123, âûï. 5, 2003 Hypernulei as hiral solutionsnomenologial arguments, this model is very suessfulin some ases of light hypernulei, e.g., isosalars 5�Heand 7�Li. In other ases, the auray of desribing thebinding energies is at the level 10�30 MeV, expeted forthe whole method that takes only the olletive motionof the baryoni systems into aount. There is alsoa general qualitative agreement with the data in thebehavior of binding energy with inreasing the atominumber. It should be stressed that it is possibly oneof interesting examples where a �eld theoretial modelprovides results that an be diretly ompared with ob-servation data. This an be onsidered as an additionalargument in favor of the appliability of the hiral soli-ton approah to the desription of realisti propertiesof nulei. For the harm and beauty quantum numbers,the results only slightly depend on the poorly knownvalues of the deay onstants FD or FB .The tendeny of the binding energies to dereasewith inreasing the B number beginning with B � 10is related to the fat that the rational map approx-imation, leading to the one-shell bubble struture ofthe lassial on�guration [11�13℄, is not good for suhvalues of B. At large values of the �avor symmetrybreaking mass, we have approximately!F � mDp�=�F FD2F� :For rational map on�gurations at large B, the �-term� grows faster than the inertia �F beause the ontri-bution of the volume oupied by the hiral �eld on�g-uration is more important for � [13℄. For larger B = A,beginning with several tens, on�gurations of the typeof skyrmion rystals seem to be more realisti than on-�gurations of the rational map type.Hypernulei with jF j � 2 an be studied usingsimilar methods [10℄. The analysis of hypernuleiwith �mixed� �avors is possible in priniple, but ismore involved tehnially. For example, the isodou-blet 3s;H�3s;He onsisting of (n;�;�) and (p;�;�) isexpeted.There is a rough agreement of our results withthe results in [19, 20℄, where the �avor exitationfrequenes were alulated within another version ofthe bound state approah and the olletive oordinatequantization method was used for strangeness. Somedetails are di�erent, however, and it would be inter-esting to reprodue our results within other variantsof the hiral soliton model. The model that we usedoverestimates the strangeness exitation energies, butis more reliable for di�erenes of energies entering (9)and (11) and for harm and beauty quantum numbers.Further theoretial studies and experimental searh
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